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Error Propagation Analysis for Single Event Upset considering
Masking Effects on Re-Convergent Path
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SUMMARY As technology nodes continue to shrink, the impact of
radiation-induced soft error on processor reliability increases. Estimation
of processor reliability and identification of vulnerable flip-flops requires
accurate soft error rate (SER) analysis techniques. This paper presents a
proposal for a soft error propagation analysis technique. We specifically
examine single event upset (SEU) occurring at a flip-flop in sequential cir-
cuits. When SEUs propagate in sequential circuits, the faults can be masked
temporally and logically. Conventional soft error propagation analysis tech-
niques do not consider error convergent timing on re-convergent paths. The
proposed technique can analyze soft error propagation while considering
error-convergent timing on a re-convergent path by combinational analysis
of temporal and logical effects. The proposed technique also considers the
case in which the temporal masking is disabled with an enable signal of the
erroneous flip-flop negated. Experimental results show that the proposed
technique improves inaccuracy by 70.5%, on average, compared with con-
ventional techniques using ITC 99 and ISCAS 89 benchmark circuits when
the enable probability is 1/3, while the runtime overhead is only 1.7% on
average.
key words: single event effect, single event upset, soft error propagation,
logical masking, temporal masking

1. Introduction

Technology scaling degrades the critical charge, decreases
operating voltage and increases the circuit scale on a chip.
For those reasons, soft errors have come to occur easily in
recent years [1]. Accurate soft error rate (SER) estimation is
therefore necessary to design soft-error-tolerant processors.
However, verifying the effectiveness of soft error mitiga-
tion techniques is difficult because processors have become
extremely complicated. Radiation testing of fabricated test
chip, which entails a great deal of time and cost, is conducted
only for simple test circuits [2], [3]. Moreover, system-level
verification by radiation testing is difficult. Consequently, a
processor SER evaluation technique that uses no radiation
testing is required.

In the past, soft errors in large SRAM arrays were re-
garded as the main contributor to processor SER. However,
error correction code (ECC) with a bit-interleave structure
can mitigate SRAM SER sufficiently [4]. In recent years, soft
errors have come to occur in logic blocks, creating growing
concern about processor reliability [4], [5]. For soft error
of logic blocks, we particularly examine single event up-
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sets (SEUs) in flip-flops. Radiation-hardened flip-flops are
affected by area and power overhead. Therefore, it is ineffi-
cient to apply soft error mitigation techniques uniformly to
all flip-flops. Contributions to processor SER differs among
flip-flops. Consequently, identifying flip-flops that are sus-
ceptible to soft error can efficiently mitigate the impact of
soft error on processors because developers can apply soft
error mitigation techniques selectively to these flip-flops and
design soft-error-tolerant and cost-effective processors.

Soft errors occur in flip-flops and propagate to down-
stream flip-flops through combinational circuits. There, the
error might cause a primary output flip and system-level
malfunction. The processor SER evaluation should be con-
ducted using the following three steps: device-level soft error
occurrence analysis, circuit-level propagation analysis, and
system-level effect analysis [4]. As described herein, we
propose an accurate analysis technique for soft error prop-
agation. It evaluates the probability that an SEU occurring
at a flip-flop flips the value in a downstream flip-flop and
thereby affects the primary output. Existing techniques are
classifiable into fault injection techniques [6]–[9] and ana-
lytical techniques [4], [12]–[15]. Exhaustive fault injection
techniques require vastly numerous input vectors. Fault in-
jection simulation using comprehensive input vectors for a
complicated circuit takes an enormous amount of time be-
cause the number of input vectors increases exponentially
according to the number of primary inputs. Monte Carlo
simulation using random input vectors cannot ensure that
all circuit states are verified uniformly. FPGA-based fault
injection for speeding up [8], [9] cannot evaluate temporal
masking effects depending on circuit delays. Analytical tech-
niques estimate the circuit state probabilistically without a
test case for each input vector sequence. They are suitable for
analysis of complicated processors. First we describe an ef-
fect that conventional analytical techniques cannot evaluate.
Then we propose an analytical technique that can evaluate
the effect.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Several masking effects and conventional SEU propaga-
tion analysis techniques are described in Sect. 2. Section 3
explains problems of the conventional and proposed tech-
niques. Section 4 shows the experimental setup and results.
Finally, Sect. 5 presents a summary of the results.

Copyright © 2016 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers
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2. Conventional Methods for Soft Error Propagation
Analysis

Actually, SEUs in flip-flops do not always propagate to the
downstream flip-flops. The possibility exists that SEUs are
masked temporally and logically. These masking effects
are designated respectively as temporal masking and logical
masking. Therefore, the probability that the error propagates
to the downstream flip-flop, defined as the Masking Factor
(MF), is calculated as shown below.

MF = TMF × LMF (1)

Therein, the Temporal Masking Factor (TMF) is the er-
ror propagation probability considering temporal masking.
The Logical Masking Factor (LMF) is the error propagation
probability considering logical masking. Analytical tech-
niques have been proposed, but the conventional technique
evaluates these masking effects individually. This section
presents a description of these two masking effects and con-
ventional analysis techniques.

2.1 Temporal Masking

When an SEU occurs at a certain time in a clock cycle,
the SEU cannot be sampled temporally at the downstream
flip-flops before the next clock edge. Therefore, the down-
stream flip-flop does not latch the error; the erroneous flip-
flop latches error-free input data at the next clock edge. As a
result, all error effects are masked in the circuit, as presented
in Fig. 1. This masking effect is temporal masking, which
depends on the occurrence timing of SEU and propagation
delays between flip-flops. The probability of error propaga-
tion considering the temporal masking, TMF, is evaluated
by the propagation delays between flip-flops [10], [20], [21].
TMF is the ratio of a vulnerable window (Terror) to a clock cy-
cle (Tcycle) in Fig. 2. When an SEU occurs in the vulnerable
window, the SEU can propagate to the downstream flip-flop
temporally. In Fig. 2, tsetup and thold respectively denote the
setup time and hold time of the downstream flip-flop. tprop is
the sum of the delays of the erroneous flip-flop and the com-
binational logic. α is the probability that the SEU which
propagates to the downstream flip flop between setup and
hold time is latched. α is a constant value from 0 to 1, which
depends on reaching characteristics of the downstream flip-
flop. For this study, α is set to 0.5 because we consider that
the probability for latching the SEU decreases linearly from
the start of the setup time to end of the hold time. TMForg is
calculated as shown below.

TMForg =
Terror

Tcycle
=

Tcycle − tsetup − tprop + α(tsetup + thold)
Tcycle

(2)

Static timing analysis (STA) is used to evaluate the propaga-
tion delays.

Fig. 1 Temporal masking.

Fig. 2 Analytical technique for temporal masking.

2.2 Logical Masking

When an error propagates to a gate input with a value that
does not affect the gate output logically (e.g. two-input AND
gate when another input is “0”), the error is masked. This
masking effect, logical masking, depends strongly on the
input vector of the circuit. As described before, analytical
techniques are practical for logical masking analysis [12]–
[15].

An analysis technique using binary decision diagrams
(BDD) analyzes the Boolean function of combinational logic
and error propagation efficiently [12]. A technique proposed
in an earlier report [13] evaluates the logical behavior of the
circuit and the error propagation using a Probabilistic Trans-
fer Matrix (PTM) and Ideal Transfer Matrix (ITM). In [14],
error propagation considering logical masking is evaluated
using error propagation rules with four-value logic. How-
ever, the accuracy of this technique is degraded because of
re-convergent paths because the signal correlation of errors
is not considered on re-convergent paths. Chen proposed
the Correlation Coefficient Method (CCM) considering sig-
nal correlation [15]. In this technique, error propagation is
modeled as a Boolean function. The model is implemented
by combinational logic and is connected to the circuit under
evaluation. The error propagation considering logical mask-
ing is evaluated by the signal probability of the circuit. The
signal probability, the probability p(x) that a signal x is “1”,
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Fig. 3 Re-convergent path having two paths with different propagation
delays.

is calculated using an earlier reported technique [16] that
realizes fast and accurate error propagation analysis consid-
ering logical masking. As described in this paper, CCM is
used for logical masking analysis, but the proposed technique
is not restricted to the analysis technique.

2.3 Re-Convergent Path

A re-convergent path comprises a series of two or more paths
with a common source register or gate (divergent site) and
a common sink register or gate (convergent site) as shown
on the left side of Fig. 3. Generally, the propagation delay
differs among paths, so the timing by which an SEU reaches
a convergent site differs for each path. Figure 3 shows a
case in which the SEU propagates through CL0 and CL1
and converges at a two input AND gate. Assuming that the
propagation delay of CL0 is longer than that of CL1, a time
region A exists when an SEU reaches only node j because of
the difference of propagation delay. Then, whether an SEU
is masked or not is determined by the logical function and
inputs of the gate. The SEU propagates to node k only in
time region A in this case. When an SEU occurs at FFa in a
certain timing, the SEU might be sampled at FFb in the next
clock edge. To conduct accurate analyses of the masking
effects for SEU propagation, a difference of propagation de-
lay on the re-convergent path must be considered. However,
conventional techniques do not consider masking effects on
the re-convergent path [12]–[15].

3. Proposed Analysis Technique

3.1 Temporal Masking Disablement

Temporal masking can be disabled when the enable signal
can control data latching of the erroneous flip-flop, as shown
in Fig. 4. The disabled erroneous flip-flop does not latch
error-free input data at the next clock edge; the error re-
mains. The remaining error can propagate in the next clock
cycle even if the error cannot propagate in the error occur-
rence cycle. In the next clock cycle, the error is affected only
by logical masking without temporal masking because the
error exists at the beginning of the cycle. Similarly, temporal
masking can be disabled when the clock-gating scheme con-
trols data latching of the erroneous flip-flop. Conventional

Fig. 4 Temporal masking disablement depending on the enabled state of
the erroneous flip-flop.

individual analysis for temporal masking and logical mask-
ing cannot evaluate temporal masking disablement because
the temporal and logical behaviors of the circuit influence the
effect, thereby producing overly optimistic analysis results.

Temporal masking disablement can be evaluated by
the probability that the erroneous flip-flop enables at clock
edges, defined as p(enable). To determine p(enable) for a
flip-flop, signal probability analysis without error injection
is carried out in advance. Then, p(enable) can be obtained
from the log file of signal probability analysis because the
enabled state depends on logical behavior of the circuit. The
signal probability is calculated in the logical masking anal-
ysis. In the proposed analysis technique, TMF is compen-
sated by p(enable) considering that the error can be affected
by temporal masking if the enable signal of the erroneous
flip-flop is asserted and temporal masking is disabled if it is
negated, as

TMFcomp = p(enable) × TMForg + (1 − p(enable)) (3)

where TMFcomp stands for the compensated error propaga-
tion probability considering the enable state of erroneous
flip-flop and TMForg represents the probability calculated
using Eq. (2).

3.2 Masking Effects on Re-Convergent Path

The impact of masking effects on the re-convergent path de-
pends on logical masking and temporal masking. Therefore,
we propose a soft error propagation analysis technique that
calculates LMF with consideration of temporal masking ef-
fects based on conventional logical masking factor analysis
[15]. In the conventional technique, the LMF of output of
a gate is calculated using LMF and the signal probability of
inputs of the gate. However, the proposed technique uses
the product of LMF and TMF of input of the gate instead
of LMF. Multiplying TMF means that LMF is corrected by
considering the effects of the difference of convergent tim-
ing, which are treated as simultaneous in logical masking
analysis. For example, a re-convergent path exists that com-
prises a path with a small TMF and another path with large
TMF. Small TMF means that the propagation delay is large.
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Therefore, multiplying smaller TMF is equal to delay the
convergent timing more. In this way, propagation probabil-
ity is fixed according to propagation delay on each path and
error convergent timing on re-convergent path is considered.

A) Method

The proposed technique requires multiplication of the node-
proper TMF to calculate the error propagation probability at
each node. Consequently, TMF between flip-flops, which is
obtainable using Eq. (2), is divided into node-proper TMFs.
The TMF division method is described later. The node-
proper TMF is designated as the divided TMF. The method
that calculates the MF of each node is presented in this
subsection. In conventional techniques, the signal probabil-
ity and LMF of each node are calculated successively from
the primary inputs and/or outputs of flip-flops to primary
outputs and/or inputs of flip-flops in order. Using the pro-
posed technique, after evaluating LMF(i), which is the LMF
at node i, MF(i) is calculable by multiplying LMF(i) and
TMF(i). MF(i) represents the probability that SEU propa-
gates to node i without being masked logically or temporally.
Then, LMF of the downstream gate output is calculated using
MF calculated earlier. The calculation flow is presented in
Fig. 5. MF(n_0) is calculated by multiplying TMF(n_0) and
LMF(n_0),which is 1.0 when FFa is a erroneous flip-flop.
LMF(n_1) is calculated from the signal probability of the in-
put of gate g1 and MF(n_0) using the conventional method.
Then, MF(n_1) is calculated by multiplying LMF(n_1) and
TMF(n_1). These calculation flows are repeated for primary
outputs and inputs of downstream flip-flops. Eventually, we
can calculate the error propagation probability for a flip-
flop considering temporal masking and logical masking on
a re-convergent path.

B) Divided TMF

As described above, divided TMF is used to calculate MF
at each node. Divided TMF of input signal of a gate g
(TMF(i)) is the probability that a bit-flip occurring on node
i propagates to the output of gate gi by the next clock edge.
Let n_0, n_1, . . . , be nodes on the path between erroneous
flip-flop and downstream flip-flop in order starting from the
near side of the erroneous flip-flop. The divided TMF of
output n_0 of the erroneous flip-flop is

T MF (n_0) = Tbase−delay(FFSEU )
Tcycle

Tbase = Tcycle − tsetup + α
(
tsetup + thold

) (4)

where delay(FFSEU) is the erroneous flip-flop delay, and
Tbase is TMF assuming no delay between FFs. Therefore,
Tbase is Terror when tprop is 0. Subsequently, the divided
TMF of node n_i on path between the erroneous flip-flop
and downstream flip-flop is calculated using Eq. (5).

TMF (n_i)=
Tbase−delay (FFSEU )−delay_out (n_i)
Tbase−delay (FFSEU )−delay_in (n_i)

(i ≥ 1)

(5)

Fig. 5 Calculation flow using the proposed technique.

In that equation, delay_out(n_i) is a propagation delay
from the erroneous flip-flop to node n_i; delay_in(n_i) is a
propagation delay from erroneous flip-flop to input of gate
with output n_i . Assuming wiring delay is 0, when the calcu-
lation is performed according to Eqs. (4) and (5), the product
of all divided TMFs on the path corresponds to TMForg.
When the wiring delay is 0, delay_out(n_1), delay_out(n_2)
and delay_in(n_1) are equal to delay_in(n_2), delay_in(n_4)
and 0, respectively in the case of Fig. 5. Thus in this case, the
product of TMF(n_0), TMF(n_1), TMF(n_2) and TMF(n_4)
corresponds to TMForg as shown in Eq. (6) because sum of
delay_out(n_4) and delay(FFSEU) is equal to propagation
delay of the path between FFa and FFb, respectively.

TMF (n_0) · TMF (n_1) · TMF (n_2) · T MF (n_4)

=
Tbase − (delay (FFSEU ) + delay_out(n_4 ))

Tcycle
(6)

=
Tbase − tprop

Tcycle
= TMForg

The divided TMF should be compensated by Eq. (3) to
consider temporal masking disablement. The delay(FFSEU),
delay_in(n_i), and delay_out(n_i) are obtainable using a
static timing analyzer (STA).

4. Experiment

The proposed technique can assess soft error propagation
probability accurately considering masking effects on a re-
convergent path and temporal masking disablement. No
conventional technique considers these effects.

4.1 Experimental Setup

The proposed technique is applied to sequential circuit
benchmarks ITS 99 [17] and ISCAS 89 [18] for experimen-
tation. The circuits are synthesized using the e-shuttle 65 nm
CMOS library provided by Fujitsu [22]. In this evaluation,
the circuit from the erroneous flip-flop to the downstream
flip-flop is extracted from the benchmark circuit because
it is difficult to accurately analyze sequential circuits using
Monte Carlo simulation, as described in section I. Monte
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Carlo simulation can evaluate the extracted circuit because
it is substantially a combinational circuit. The LMF of each
node is evaluated using the correlation coefficient method
(CCM) [15] because the method can evaluate LMF rapidly
and accurately. The signal probability of primary inputs is
0.5, except for the reset and enable signal. The TMF of each
node is calculated using Eqs. (2), (3) and (4). We use Syn-
opsys Design Compiler [19] as the Static Timing Analysis
tool to calculate the propagation delay of gates and flip-flops.
Monte Carlo simulation is done using gate-level circuit an-
notated delay information. The SEU is injected randomly in
the unit of 1 ps in a cycle. We use Monte Carlo simulation
with 1,000,000 test cases for each benchmark circuit while
the input vector and SEU injection timing are varied.

4.2 Results

This section presents a comparison of the accuracy of error
propagation probability as evaluated using the conventional
technique and the proposed technique. The accuracy is eval-
uated using the Absolute Error (AE) and Mean Absolute
Error (MAE) as shown below.

AE(i) = MFsim(i) −MF(i) (7)

MAE =
1
N

∑
i

|AE(i) | (8)

Therein, N stands for the number of pairs of the er-
roneous flip-flop and the downstream flip-flop, MF(i) rep-
resents the error propagation probability evaluated by the
analytical techniques for pair i, and MFsim(i) denotes the
probability evaluated using the Monte Carlo simulation for
pair i. In the conventional technique, MF(i) is performed by
multiplying LMF obtained with CCM and TMForg as shown
in Eq. (1), only at the final node. In the proposed technique,
on the other hand, multiplication of LMF and divided TMF
is performed at each node.

Figure 6 presents experimentally obtained results with-
out temporal masking disablement ((a) p(enable) = 1.0) and
with p(enable)set to 1/3 [23] (b) using ITC 99 benchmark
circuit b01. In Fig. 6, the x axis shows the names of the
erroneous flip-flop and the downstream flip-flop. The y axis
shows AE. The proposed technique improves the average AE
by 47.3% and 78.9% when the respective p(enable) are 1.0
and 1/3. In Fig. 6(a), AE of path between stato[0] and outp is
unchanged because the path does not include a re-convergent
path. When p(enable) is 1.0, the AE of path between stato[0]
and stato[0] is worse because of inaccuracy inherent in the
logical masking analysis technique. MAE evaluation for ITC
99 and ISCAS 89 benchmark circuits is depicted in Fig. 7.
Compared with the conventional technique, the proposed
technique improves average MAE by 37.8% and 70.5%, re-
spectively, when p(enable) is 1.0 and p(enable) is 1/3. The
proposed technique improves MAE for all circuits. The con-
ventional technique underestimates the propagation proba-
bility of flip-flops with low p(enable) because the temporal
masking disablement is not considered. Thus in particu-
lar, the proposed technique is superior to the conventional

Fig. 6 Absolute Error of the experimentally obtained result for b01 using
conventional and proposed techniques when (a) p(enable) is 1 and (b)
p(enable) is 1/3.

Fig. 7 Mean Absolute Error of the experimentally obtained result ob-
tained using the conventional technique and the proposed technique when
(a) p(enable) is 1 and (b) p(enable) is 1/3.
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Table 1 Characteristics of benchmark circuits and runtime overhead from the proposed techniques.

technique with low p(enable). This tendency particularly
appears when erroneous flip-flop and downstream flip-flop
are the same instance; TMF calculation needs not to be con-
sidered and thus logical masking can be cancelled out when
the enable signal of the flip-flop is negated. The proposed
technique requires more analysis time than the conventional
technique to calculate MF using circuits annotated with di-
vided TMF. We evaluate the runtime overhead for analysis.
The results for each benchmark circuit are shown in Table 1.
The maximum runtime overhead is 1.9% for s208. The av-
erage is 1.7%, so the runtime overhead is insignificant. The
experimentally obtained results demonstrate that the pro-
posed technique can perform more accurate analysis than
conventional technique by considering masking effects on
re-convergent path and temporal masking disablement with
slight runtime overhead. Thereby, the proposed technique is
useful for identifying flip-flops susceptible to soft error.

5. Conclusion

This paper presents a technique for accurate soft error prop-
agation analysis technique for use in processor soft error
rate evaluation. Conventional analysis techniques evaluate
temporal and logical effects individually. They do not con-
sider temporal masking and logical masking effects on the
re-convergent path and temporal masking disablement. The
proposed technique evaluates soft error propagation proba-
bility through combinational analysis of temporal and log-
ical effects. Experimentally obtained results demonstrate
that the proposed technique achieves 70.5% better accuracy
of the error propagation probability, on average, than the
conventional technique when the enabled probability of the
technique can evaluate the soft error propagation more ac-

curately and identify flip-flops that are susceptible to soft
error.
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